We aim to construe the Stacked Long-Short term memory (LSTM) and Multi-layered perceptron intended for the NSE-Stock Market prediction. Stock market prediction can be instrumental in determining the future value of a company stock.It is imperative to say that a successful prediction of a stock's future price could yield significant profit which would be beneficial for those who invested in the pipeline of things including stock market prediction. The model uses the information pertaining to the stocks and contemplates the previous model accuracy to innovate the approach used in our paper. The experimental evaluation is based on the historical data set of National Stock Exchange (NSE). The proposed approach aims to provide models like Stacked LSTM and MLP which perform better than its contemporaries which have been achieved to a certain extent. This can be verified by the results embedded in the paper . The future research can be focused on adding more variables to the model by fetching live data from the internet as well as improving model by selecting more critical factors by ensemble learning.
INTRODUCTION
"The future is ours to shape. I feel we are in a race that we need to win. It's a race between the growing power of the technology and the growing wisdomand we need to manage it" Financial theorists, and data scientists for the better part of the last 50 years, have been employed to make sense of the marketplace in order to increase return on investment. The recent technological advancements in the field of Machine Learning has engendered various Models for Stock prediction. There always have been an incisive debate on predicting the stock to say the least of course. If we decode the stock market term it allows a person to buy or sell the ownership of a company which we incisively call stocks. If company's profit goes up you earn some profit and if it goes down you incur some losses. It's quite evident to say that a successful prediction could yield a significant profit. It has led to various research on this topic. So, using Machine learning we can predict the future prices of stocks using the data set of past prices. Our Study aims to (1) To devise a model that predicts the value of the stock from thePrevious data sets. ( The main purpose of the paper is to predict the stock accuracy using the fundamental approach of Stacked LSTM. In the quest of analyzing and predicting the stock values various approaches has been used. The study by [2] combines Random forest and LSboost for predicting the stock values. They have used technical indicators that provide insights to the expected stock price behavior in future which in turn are used to train random forest. The model in [1] predicts the values of stocks by amalgamating factors like historical stock prices for a particular company , the tweets and the news headline of the country. The remnant structure of the paper as follows. Section 2 will explain the experimental setup and the rudimentary concepts followed by section 3 which will explain the research methodology and section 4 will include the results of our research. Section 5 will give conclusion of this paper.
2A. Experimental setup
The experiment has been conducted by a decent powered Intel® core ™ i7-7500U CPU @ 2.70GHz (4 CPU's) with a memory size of 8GB. The data-set has been acquired from [8] of Infosys Limited for a period of 52 weeks starting from 4-July-2018 to 7-July-2019. Python has been used as the development language with Development environment being provided by Windows. Anaconda Tools have been used for providing integrated development environment.
II. METHODOLOGY :

MLP:
Multilayer perceptron is a case of feed forward ANN(artificial neural network). It has a minimum of 3 layers-a input layer, hidden layer and output layer. There is one input layer, where input is fed, one output layer which gives output and one or more hidden layer. Multiple hidden layers can be incorporated in the model to increase its complexity.
A MLP model consist of various nodes, each of which takes number of inputs x i each associated with a weight w i. The output is given by summation of all products of input and weights which is then added with bias b.
The mathematical equation is given as : Where x i : input to the unit W i : weight matrix b : bias to the unit This model consist of various fully connected layers with each unit of previous layer connected with each unit of next layer. This leads to each node having a unique set of weights autonomous of other nodes of the same layer.They also may contain several functions chained with each other to perform an affine transformation of linear sum of inputs. There may be problem of overfitting in this model which can be found using loss functions. This can be then handled by using appropriate optimizer functions. This can thus be very useful for predicting data with time stamps with particular trends.
LSTM:
Recurrent Neural networks bring persistence of memory in learning process in contrast to traditional neural networks leading to its profound use in tasks like speech recognition and language model.(references needed). They have a memory cell which is used to store historical information , instrumental in finding trends and relations in the data. However, there is problem of vanishing gradient in RNN where there is exponential decay of loss function with time. This leads to difficulty in training models with long term temporal dependency because information in 'memory' is stored over time in the model. LSTM overcomes this problem by using special units in addition to memory units comprised of multiple gates. These gates control when information enters, when it outputs and when information is forgotten. This allows the model to learn long term dependencies as these gates overcome vanishing gradient problems. A LSTM model takes three inputs, current input of time step i t , output of previous time step O t-1 and memory of previous time unit C t-1 . The output of LSTM model is the memory unit C t and the output O t. There are various hidden vectors use in the working of LSTM H t . The variables are transformed under sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions σ g with weight and bias matrix W. various operations undertaken in the model is as follows :
LSTM model can be considered as a pipe with two valvesforget valve which decides whether the information from previous steps is to be retained or not and the memory valve which stores information of previous steps and is in integrated with forget valve to take its output into consideration as well. This model is thus able to work properly on data with long term temporal dependency as well because forget gate can remove irrelevant features and thus prevent exponential decay.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
Data Prepossessing
This model employs normalization technique to scale the features in range of zero to one . Normalization converges the data into a common scale without distorting the relative difference of values. This is done to ensure that mathematical magnitude of a feature does not affect the weight age of feature in the model. (x i -mean(x)/stdev(x)) Time Stamping Time stamping is done to predict the value X T+1 value in a data set from [X 0, X 1, X 2, . . . . . . . . . . ,X T ] ,in the context of a date-stream in real-time.Considering the data for 60 observation , we find the predicted the data for the 61th observation . This is useful for finding useful trends in the data.
Activation Function
It is used to get the output of node and is determine the output of neural network and a maps the value between 0-1. It is also known as Transfer Function.The activation function used in my model is rectified linear unit because of the non-linear nature of stock market data. It is also very efficient when stacked layers are considered. R(x) = max(0,Z) Adam Optimizer. Adam optimizer is used because it takes advantage of momentum to calculate gradient instead of traditional methods of finding gradient like Stochastic Gradient descent. It uses adaptive learning to find the most appropriate result sooner than the conventional methods.
Dropout layer.
In this approach we simply remove some of the neurons in the neural network randomly so as to lessen the possibility of over fitting and reduce the computational cost of the model. It helps in garnering attention around more robust features and lessening the weight age of typical features.
We have used keras library to implement our model. Keras is a framework build upon Tensor flow which is very helpful in writing efficient and user friendly code .
IV. RESULTS:
Sequential API is used in keras for building the LSTM model.
Mean square error is deployed in the results to find the deviation between the estimated value and what is actually predicted.A straight line that passes through all the points which fits them in the best way. This line contains the predicted points. The general formula is given below .
We have used dense layer to accumulate the result of previous layers into a single probability. This leads to easier computation cost and finding accurate results. 
